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Aims and objectives of the EXPLICS project

“The aim of the EXPLICS project is to improve language competence of students by preparing models of 
best-practice in how to exploit Internet case study and simulation templates and by familiarising language 
teachers with these models. This is achieved by bringing together the different competence areas of the 
project partners. These specialisations include: task-oriented and problem-based learning and teaching; use 
of global simulations; use of case studies in language teaching; development of language level descriptors 
and methods of language testing, use of ICT for corpus analysis and concordancing and the use of ICT for 
language testing. We will then develop interrelated activities for subject-specific language teaching.

The project will explore different means of using ICT to exploit Internet case study and simulation templates 
for.”

My own task within the framework of this project (work in progress with deadline 2007) is a global 
simulation at CEFR level C (French).

In the very concrete context in which this global simulation will be soon tested for the first time (University 
of Padua), I have to involve different kinds of students of C1/C2 level, who come from different kinds of 
courses: main of them come from “Foreign Languages”, but also from “Cultural Tourism”, “Archaeology”, 
“Cultural Patrimony”. Global simulation project seams to fit very well to this kind of learning team; it 
appears to me one of the best ways to let everybody improve specific French in specific activities of there 
interest, in a really economic and integrative context, where the rule can be complementary competences, as 
it is in everyday live. Moreover, the C level to which belong those students requires also, at least in Italy, 
written translation and oral interpretation activities within the same framework. Therefore, my aim is to 
adapt usual gender of pedagogical global simulation to a higher level of competence (LSP), and to more 
professional performances, like as professional translation, interpretation, high cultural and commercial 
activities.

Testing such a global simulation in university context is a good opportunity to reflect on the sub-gender of 
global simulation for LSP, with more specific tasks, such as corpora research, internet professional 
information and documentation, terminological research and so on.

My proposal for the Symposium would consist in summing up practical experience and accounting for 
theoretical conclusions, including new methodological devices, actually tested on a real training group of 
higher level students.
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